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What's New in the?

Orbatel Satellite PC TV/Radio Player is the hottest, sleekest, new satellite TV player for your PC.
Orbatel Satellite PC TV/Radio Player is quite simply the best player on the market to date! Superior
programming and loaded with new features. The 2160 features a detachable remote control to give
you MORE power with the ability to resize your player instantly to the preferred size of choice.
Complete with OVER 4000 internet satellite channels. Watch TV and listen to satellite radio in nearly
any language! Instructions included with the zip file. Take a look at what's inside... All of the
channels are pre-programmed into the player that you will receive. You have the ability to add new
channels into your satellite player by the URL address of the stream. Also, delete unwanted channels
from the list quickly and easily. Watch streaming satellite TV while you work or listen to satellite
radio in the background, in the language of YOUR choice. Don't pass up your opportunity to get the
best media player in online satellite TV and radio technology. Here are some key features of "Orbatel
PC TVS": ￭ Detachable 'user-friendly' remote control ￭ Plug your favorites list into your remote
easily ￭ Add new channels by URL for custom streaming ￭ Delete unwanted existing channels from
the player ￭ Hide the channel list with the touch of a button ￭ Incredible precision and maximized
speed ￭ Custom interface with sleek 'borderless' design ￭ Over 4000 satellite TV/Radio stations
installed ￭ Easy navigation through channel lists by Country ￭ Add to favorites and recently viewed
channel lists ￭ Maximize player function to completely fill the screen ￭ Always on top feature to stay
on top of other windows ￭ Full Screen capability to turn your PC into an extra TV ￭ Compatible with
all factory Windows versions ￭ Microsoft.NET platform for long term stability ￭ NO additional
hardware or TV cards required Requirements: ￭.NET Framework 2.0 Limitations: ￭ User may view
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the demo version in 5 minute program intervals ￭ Nag screen Orbatel Satellite PC TV/Radio Player
Review: Orbatel Satellite PC TV/Radio Player is the hottest, sleekest, new satellite TV player for your
PC. Orbatel Satellite PC TV/Radio Player is quite simply the best player on the market to date!
Superior programming and loaded with new features. The 2160 features a detachable remote
control to give you MORE power with the ability to resize your player instantly to the preferred size
of choice.



System Requirements For Orbatel Satellite PC TV Radio Player:

Intel Core2 Quad, or equivalent 1 GB RAM Sound card Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 DX10 compatible
graphics card (128MB or greater) Internet connection Note: The demo consists of a single map,
Rainforest, that takes only 2GB of space. This demo should work fine for most systems, but we do
recommend playing on a dedicated server to ensure that you don’t encounter any graphical errors.
About This Game: “Rainforest: The Interactive
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